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The Stormrider Surf Guide: Tropical Islands travels through the trade winds belt on the ultimate islandhopping journey to explore and compare the world’s best warm-water surf zones. Many of the planet’s
finest surf breaks are found between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, from the powerful, mountainous
waves of Hawaii and Tahiti, through the exotic Caribbean to the pristine perfection of the Maldives and
Mentawais. Coral encrusted atolls, dazzling white sands and gently swaying coconut palms fringe the
backdrop for many of these islands found in the shimmering, equatorial waters of the Pacific, Atlantic and
Indian Oceans. Superb photos and illuminating text combine to make this Stormrider Guide indispensable
for anyone searching for their next tropical paradise surfari. This completely new addition to the famous
Stormrider library will cover all the world's best tropical islands across the three great Oceans. The
Stormrider Surf Guide: Tropical Islands will enhance the proven formula of trusted, dependable surf spot
descriptions, coupled with beautiful, informative photos. It will be the only dedicated tropical islands surf
guide, yet to ensure maximum market penetration, we are offering surfers great value, with a low retail
price for a book of this scope and quality.
MP Untold - Sean Doherty 2015-07-29
Australian surfing's cult hero lived two lives. In the 1970s 'MP' became the best surfer in the world, an
electric lash of rockstar looks and rockstar habits, but with a pathological aversion to rockstar fame. But
MP died on the night of 10 August 1983, when his schizophrenia caught up with him and his years of
institutionalisation began. Emerging from the other side was Michael Peterson, a quiet, complex soul who
lived with his mother and sat under a mango tree every morning, communing with the voices in his head. In
2004 Sean Doherty wrote a bestselling biography of Michael Peterson that laid his incredible story bare.
Over the years that followed, and especially after Michael's death in 2012, hundreds of people - family,
friends, surf stars and complete strangers - contacted Doherty with stories never before shared. Stories
that spoke of the man, not the legend. Stories of Michael, not MP. Now Doherty has compiled these stories,
anecdotes and tributes, completing the picture of one of surfing's most talented but tragic figures. Also
featuring classic and unseen images of Peterson, along with photographs and letters from his family's
private collection, MP Untoldpresents Australian surfing's most fascinating champion in the words of those
who knew him best. 'Everyone treated him like a god, but he just wanted to be treated like a normal bloke.'
Tommy Peterson
Stormrider - David Gemmell 2002-02-26
Spellbinding action and breathless adventure–these are the realms of David Gemmell. His mythic
characters represent the ultimates in good and evil, and everything in between. Brilliant warriors, they are
heartbreakingly human in their ability to love, sacrifice, and summon extraordinary courage when all seems
lost. With Stormrider, Gemmell continues his spectacular Rigante saga as the imperiled highland clan faces
its deadliest threat . . . and calls for it's greatest hero. STORMRIDER A Novel of the Rigante Centuries ago,
Connavar’s triumphant battles against the invading army of Stone gained the Rigante their freedom, yet
magic that once flourished has been all but snuffed out. The Varlish king and his barons have stolen
Rigante lands and robbed the people of their culture and liberty. From the Rigante's former seat of power
the black-hearted Moidart rules; only in the north are the clansmen free. There, in the Druagh mountains,
the magic still reigns, strengthened by bold, brilliant victories of the outlaw leader known as Ravenheart.
One glorious spark, one moment of Rigante rebellion, has ignited a revolution and forged a legend. The

Internet Gaming Law - I. Nelson Rose 2005
The Encyclopedia of Surfing - Matt Warshaw 2005
A pop culture reference of surfing in America today contains 1,500 alphabetical entries and three hundred
illustrations to review the activity's most significant contributors, events, equipment, culture, and history.
Reprint.
Stormrider Surf Stories Indonesia - Alex Dick-Read 2014-08-08
Stormrider Surf Stories Indonesia brings together the richest, most diverse collection of surf tales ever
published about the world's most wave-blessed archipelago. From 1930s Kuta to today, via the discoveries
of iconic waves in the 1970s, adventure, mayhem and mysticism abound. Along the way, shipwrecks,
tsunamis, volcanoes, bombs, beatings, malaria and death are all cheated by an intrepid cast of trailblazers
and chancers. There are bold, idealistic and tube-blessed characters, as well as heartwarming narratives of
love, joy and facecreasing comedy. This anthology charts Indonesia's invasion by surfers and the profound
changes surfing brought to the communities it touched - from surf camps and 'surf slums' to the luxury
charter boat industry, five-star hotels and the infinite other knock-on effects that continue today. Brought to
life with full colour photos and maps, Stormrider Surf Stories Indonesia will entertain, educate and
motivate anyone who's ever dreamed the surfer's dream.
Surfing Brilliant Corners - Sam Bleakley 2010
Professional longboarder Sam Bleakley details a decade of extreme global surf travel.
The Stormrider Guide Europe - Bruce Sutherland 2006
This is a surfing guidebook to Europe (not the Atlantic Islands). The Stormrider Guide Europe - The
Continent includes - Denmark, Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal, Italy and
Morocco. It is fully revised and contains detailed information covering The Surf, Ocean Environment and
Surf Culture on a country by country basis. The Surf outlines where and when to go and demystifies the
continental Europe coastline from Denmark to Morocco. Ocean Environment deals with pollution, erosion,
access and hazards, while Surf Culture illuminates the surf scene including history, surf media, contests
and localism. The indispensable travelling information is concise plus there's links to all the latest
oceanographic and swell forecasting resources. The Continental coastline is accurately mapped in detail,
showing where to find the main surfing breaks. Each surf break report outlines how and where the waves
break, quality, consistency and the general vibe. The unique Stormrider symbols reveal optimum wind, tide,
swell size and direction, as well as wave type and bottom contour. Crowds, hazards, dangerous sea-life,
pollution, access and environmental problems are also noted. A picture tells a thousand words so there are
hundreds of the best photos of European surf, ever compiled. Stunning images in crisp colour from the
cream of the world's surf photographers add that extra dimension that makes Stormriders the most detailed
surf guides money can buy.
Surf Diary - Quentin Dubrac 2003
Surfing: a Beginner′s Guide 3e - Alf Alderson 2018-04-17
Catch the surfing bug with this book that teaches you where to surf, when to surf, and how to surf safely.
The Stormrider Surf Guide Tropical Islands - Bruce Sutherland 2013
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conquered clans set about to rediscover their greatness–yet theirs is not the only call to arms. In the south,
civil war has drenched the land in blood, and the armies of destruction have begun creeping north. There
the brooding Ravenheart waits, knowing the forces of the hated Moidart will come, led by the brutal ruler’s
only son, Stormrider. Ravenheart and Stormrider: enemies of uncommon courage, are unaware that the
fate of the world lies in their hands. Faced with this inexorable advance, deadly foes will be forced to unite,
and a secret lost in the uncharted past will return to haunt these two warriors as they face the vengeance of
an ancient evil. Immense armies of darkness advance on the highlanders, and it seems as if nothing will
stop them. They crush their enemies with ease, until only a few thousand men stand before them, with no
help in sight. But these are not ordinary men they face. They are clansmen, and more than that, they are
Rigante.
Lonely Planet Nicaragua - Lonely Planet 2016-09-01
Lonely Planet Nicaragua is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip,
and what hidden discoveries await you. Kayak through Central America's largest mangrove forest,
experience life on a coffee farm, or chill out on idyllic white-sand beaches; all with your trusted travel
companion.
The Stormrider Surf Guide Europe - Bruce Sutherland 2008-09-26
Stormrider Guides are the ultimate surf travel guide books, providing essential surfing information from
around the world. Generally acknowledged as the finest surf travel books available, they are often referred
to as The Surfer's Bible. Now in one book, the Stormrider Surf Guide to Europe is the most comprehensive
guide to where to surf in Europe available. All the heavyweight European countries are covered as well as
the North Atlantic island chain plus Scandinavia. Containing detailed seasonal water temperatures and
wetsuit recommendations, wave type, and wind and tide information, as well as tourist and cultural
information, this book will be appreciated by surfers and non-surfers alike. Includes France, Spain,
Portugal, Morocco, Italy, Denmark, Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Ireland,
Wales, England, Scotland, Azores, Madeira, and the Canary Islands.
The Surfer's Guide to Baja - Mike Parise 2012-02-01
The original and still most detailed guide book for surfers heading to Mexico's surf-packed Baja peninsula.
This guide features over 120 surf spots, including the legendary points, reefs, beachbreaks and even
islands. From Tijuana to Cabo San Lucas and around to the East Cape, with surf maps, surf travel tips,
wave height chart, tips on when to surf where, accommodations and more. Created in the same style as the
very popular THE SURFER'S GUIDE TO COSTA RICA & SW NICARAGUA as it's written by the same
author. There is no better guide for surfers heading to Baja.
The History of Surfing - Matt Warshaw 2011-04-29
This in-depth, photo-packed look at the history and culture of surfers is “meticulously researched, smartly
written . . . required reading” (Outside Magazine). Matt Warshaw knows more about surfing than any other
person on the planet. After five years of research and writing, Warshaw, a former professional surfer and
editor of Surfing magazine, has crafted an unprecedented, definitive history of the sport and the culture it
has spawned. With more than 250 rare photographs, The History of Surfing reveals and defines this sport
with a voice that is authoritative, funny, and wholly original. The obsessive nature of Warshaw’s endeavor is
matched only by the obsessive nature of surfers, who are brought to life in this book in many tales of
daring, innovation, athletic achievement, and the offbeat personalities who have made surfing history
happen. “The world’s most comprehensive chronicler of the surfing scene.” —Andy Martin, The
Independent
The Kite and Windsurfing Guide Europe - Udo Hölker 2013

some of the most fun and funky surf spots around, immersed in a kaleidoscope of cultures and backdrops.
Beautifully presented maps, photos and up-to-date, reliable surf information make this Stormrider Surf
Guide the ultimate and only accurate guide to the middle of the Americas and a must-have item for any trip
to Central America and the Caribbean. Detailed descriptions of the waves in Mexico, Guatemala, El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, The Bahamas, Cuba, Jamaica, Haiti, Dominican Republic, Puerto
Rico, British Virgin Islands, St. Martin and St. Barts, Barbuda and Antigua, Guadeloupe, Martinique,
Barbados, Trinidad, and Tobago. Surf forecasting information includes monthly swell and weather data,
helping travelers decide on when to go, plus crucial travelling information from flights and accommodation
to sightseeing and hazards.
The Stormrider Surf Guide - Bruce Sutherland 2012
Finally, France has a Stormrider Surf Guide that covers all the incredible waves along this vast coastline.
From the chilly Channel to the mild Mediterranean, there’s something for everyone, helpfully written in
both French and English. Beautifully illustrated by the best photographs available and crammed full of new
information, this is the one and only guide to Europe’s favorite surfing playground. France is the epicenter
of the European surf experience and The Stormrider Guide: France takes you on an amazing tour of the
entire coastline. From Calais to Corsica the best reefs, points and beaches are all painstakingly described
and large, vivid photographs bring the waves to life. The French surf culture and joie de vivre is perfectly
captured in this detailed, one-of-a-kind guide. INTRODUCTION PAGES Travel Information Oceanography
Environment Surf Culture SURF ZONES Stormrider Symbols Spot Info Accurate maps Surf business
locators HOTSPOTS Expanded break descriptions Multiple photos Pluses and minuses
Millionaire by Thirty - Douglas R. Andrew 2008-04-30
Most people know that there are 70 million Baby Boomers in America today....but what is less known is that
there are approximately 100 million people in America between the ages of 16 and 30. This generation has
just entered, or will soon be entering the work force. And they have no idea how to invest, save, or handle
their money. Young people today come out of school having had little or no formal education on the basics
of money management. Many have large debts from student loans looming over their heads. And many feel
confused and powerless when their pricey educations don't translate into high paying jobs. They feel that
their $30,000-$40,000 salary is too meager to bother with investing, and they constantly fear that there will
be "too much month left at the end of their money." Douglas R. Andrew has shown the parents of this
generation a different pathway to financial freedom. Now Doug and his sons, Emron and Aaron - both of
whom are in their mid-20s - show the under-30 crowd how they can break from traditional 401k investment
plans and instead can find a better way by investing in real estate, budgeting effectively, avoiding
unnecessary taxes and using life insurance to create tax-free income. With the principles outlined in
Millionaire by Thirty, recent graduates will be earning enough interest on their savings to meet their basic
living expenses by the time they're 30. And by the time they're 35, their investments will be earning more
money than they are, guaranteeing them a happy, wealthy future.
Acting Class - Milton Katselas 2008
Previously only available to Katselas' students at the prestigious Beverly Hills Playhouse, Acting Class
presents the concepts and methods that have helped lead a generation of actors to success on stage, in
cinema, and on television. Now for the first time, this all-encompassing book is available to the general
public, taking readers and sitting them in the legendary acting class of Milton Katselas, where he not only
covers techniques and methods, but also includes valuable discussions on the attitude any artist needs to
fulfill his or her dream.
Surf Book - Michael Halsband 2005-03
A remarkable compilation of images and text, where legendary surfer Joel Tudor and acclaimed
photographer Michael Halsband team up to take the viewers on a unique surfing odyssey. The book
features just about every famous surfer ever - from the Irons Brothers to LeRoy Grannis.
The World Stormrider Guide - Antony 'Yep'. Colas 2009
Volume Three in the bestselling World Stormrider Guide series investigates the waves breaking on the
worlds furthest surfing frontiers, exploring 80 entirely new surf zones across the established 9 continental
and oceanic chapters. In-depth analysis of the surf breaks is broken down using the unique Stormrider

The World Stormrider Surf Guide - Bruce Sutherland 2018-10-15
This mammoth book is the largest collection of surf-spot information ever compiled, with detailed analysis
of the surf spots, swell forecasting and more.
The Stormrider Surf Guide - Antony 'Yep'. Colas 2010
The newest addition to the Stormrider Surf Guide series takes a journey through the wave-rich deserts,
jungles, and tropical islands sandwiched between North America and South America. This region hosts
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break symbols, covering everything from optimal swell and weather statistics to wetsuit recommendations
and wave type. Detailed mapping and breathtaking photography as well as crucial travelling beta ensure
that these full-color guides are the ultimate surf travel resource. More than just a where-to reference, each
Stormrider Guide also includes an overview of and anecdotes from global surf culture. Over 90,000 surfers
have bought The World Stormrider Guide Volumes 1 and 2 and are eagerly awaiting the release of Volume
3.
The Surf Atlas - gestalten 2022-09-20
Embark on a thrilling exploration of the world's most unique, unusual, and famous surf destinations. From
catching waves under the northern lights in Iceland and trekking across the Arctic tundra in Russia in
search of the perfect break, to meeting a new generation of Indigenous board shapers in Australia and
hitching a ride on an adventure through Namibia in search of the mythical surf spot, Skeleton Bay, this
atlas of stories and surf breaks from around the globe moves beyond sunshine and palm trees to take you to
the heart of surf culture.
Hav - Jan Morris 2011-08-30
A New York Review Books Original Hav is like no place on earth. Rumored to be the site of Troy, captured
during the crusades and recaptured by Saladin, visited by Tolstoy, Hitler, Grace Kelly, and Princess Diana,
this Mediterranean city-state is home to several architectural marvels and an annual rooftop race that is a
feat of athleticism and insanity. As Jan Morris guides us through the corridors and quarters of Hav, we hear
the mingling of Italian, Russian, and Arabic in its markets, delight in its famous snow raspberries, and meet
the denizens of its casinos and cafés. When Morris published Last Letters from Hav in 1985, it was shortlisted for the Booker Prize. Here it is joined by Hav of the Myrmidons, a sequel that brings the story up-todate. Twenty-first-century Hav is nearly unrecognizable. Sanitized and monetized, it is ruled by a group of
fanatics who have rewritten its history to reflect their own blinkered view of the past. Morris’s only novel is
dazzlingly sui-generis, part erudite travel memoir, part speculative fiction, part cautionary political tale. It
transports the reader to an extraordinary place that never was, but could well be.
Calamity Jane - Sammy Fain 1989-03

American continent from Baja to Alaska in the west and Miami to Nova Scotia in the east. Detailed
information on the main surfing locations include consistency, crowds, hazards and many environmental
notes from access to water quality.
Wild Winter Creatures! (Wild Kratts) - Chris Kratt 2017-09-19
The Wild Kratts take off to investigate how different animals survive in the cold in this leveled reader!
PBS’s successful animated show Wild Kratts joins the adventures of zoologists Chris and Martin Kratt as
they travel to animal habitats around the globe. Along the way, they encounter incredible creatures while
combining science education with fun. Boys and girls 4 to 6 will love learning to read as the Kratts
investigate the different ways in which certain creatures live and survive in cold climates in this Step 2 Step
into Reading leveled reader. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories.
For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Secrets to Progressive Surfing - Didier Piter 2012
Secrets to Progressive Surfing is not your average learn to surf book aimed at getting beginners up and
riding. This is a detailed analysis of what it takes to master just about every maneuver in the book, from the
humble take-off to the modern aerial and everything in between. The text is clear and understandable,
broken down into logical step by step progressions, shedding light on the techniques used by the pros. And
what better pro to demonstrate the required skills in beautifully photographed sequences than Kelly Slater,
11 times World Champ, who plays a starring role in this incredible book that has something for every surfer
on the planet.
The Stormrider Surf Guide - Bruce Sutherland 2011
The Stormrider Surf Guide Indonesia & the Indian Ocean lifts the lid on what many believe are the best
waves in the world. Cruise the exotic, swell-soaked shores of the Mentawais, Bali, Sri Lanka and the
Maldives, then take a voyage of discovery around the isolated islands of the warm Indian Ocean. Stunning
photos bring the waves to life and the crucial stats on swell, wind, tide and weather are just some of the
reasons this indispensable surf guide should be top of the packing list. INTRODUCTION PAGES Meteorology and Oceanography - Ocean Environment - Surf Culture - Stormrider Hotspots - Off the map
overview SURF ZONES - Surf break descriptions - Stormrider Symbols - When to go - Swell and weather
stats - Travel Information - Surf business locators ZOOM-IN SURF ZONES - Complete Stormrider Symbols Expanded break descriptions - In-depth Travel Information
Surf Science - Tony Butt 2004-07-01
Have you ever wondered where surfing waves come from, what makes every wave different, why some peel
perfectly and others just close out; why, some days, the waves come in sets and other days they don't, and
how the tides, the wind and the shape of the sea floor affect the waves for surfing? If you have, this book is
for you. Now in its third edition, Surf Science is the first book to talk in depth about the science of waves
from a surfer's point of view. It fills the gap between surfing books and waves textbooks, and will help you
learn how to predict surf. Surf Science is also a useful introduction to oceanography and the science of
waves. You don't need a scientific background to read it - just curiosity and a fascination for waves.
The Ultimate Guide to Surfing - Jay Moriarity 2001
Combining color photography with authoritative text, "The Ultimate Guide To Surfing" offers tips and
techniques, terms and key skills to get the most out of the sport. The authors employ the latest technique to
create a holistic approach centered around a sound mental attitude and correct body equilibrium. Photos.
The Rough Guide to Costa Rica (Travel Guide eBook) - Rough Guides 2022-09-15
Practical travel guide to Costa Rica featuring points-of-interest structured lists of all sights and off-thebeaten-track treasures, with detailed colour-coded maps, practical details about what to see and to do in
Costa Rica, how to get there and around, pre-departure information, as well as top time-saving tips, like a
visual list of things not to miss in Costa Rica, expert author picks and itineraries to help you plan your trip.
The Rough Guide to Costa Rica covers: San José, The Valle Central and the highlands, Limón Province and
the Caribbean coast, The Zona Norte, Guanacaste, The Central Pacific and southern Nicoya, The Zona Sur
Inside this travel guide you'll find: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EVERY TYPE OF TRAVELLER Experiences
selected for every kind of trip to Costa Rica, from off-the-beaten-track adventures in San José to family
activities in child-friendly places, like Liberia or chilled-out breaks in popular tourist areas, like Limón.

The Longboard Travel Guide - Sam Bleakley 2015-06-15
The Longboard Travel Guide is the first surf guidebook written specifically for longboarders. Loaded with
mouth-watering lineup photos, the book describes 100 of the best waves in the world for loggers and offers
insider tips on how to ride them. From the Maldives to Australia's Gold Coast, from Costa Rica to Fiji, from
Samoa to Sri Lanka, all the classic destinations are here. A smorgasbord of less-well known areas are also
included for adventurous surfers who thirst for uncrowded waves. This book covers every aspect of surf
travel for longboarders: where to go, where to stay, what gear to take, how to get in shape for your trip and
how to stay healthy abroad. Longboarders of all ages and abilities will benefit from the practical advice
offered by a writing team of seasoned travelers and pros. Whether you're thinking of doing a road trip in
Australia, a coldwater exploration trip in Iceland, or a boat trip in Indonesia this books has plenty to soak
on up. A selection of real-life traveller's tales illustrate the pleasure and pain experienced by loggers
searching for the elusive perfect wave, and the joys and frustrations of life of on the road. The Longboard
Travel Guide features more than 200 color photos by some of the best photographers in the business
including Chris Burkard, Alan van Gysen, Simon Williams, Tim McKenna and John Callahan.This book also
includes a comprehensive directory of travel resources where readers can find information about the best
surf camps, travel agencies and operators around the world. Packed with sublime photos, up-to-date info
and real-life traveller's tales, The Longboard Travel Guide is the essential handbook for all longboarders
who yearn to find perfect waves.
The Stormrider Guide - Bruce Sutherland 2002
The first and only guide describing North America's most famous waves, specifically written for surfers, by
surfers, in collaboration with America's leading surf journalists. Its functional design with beautiful images
from the best international surf photographers, plus accurate relief maps, make it the only complete guide
to wave sport locations in North America. A crucial travel guide for all types of surfers, providing essential
information on where to go, when to go, history, culture and environment. Appraisals of the North
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became infatuated and lost touch with everything-including her own life. But Madeline’s problems did not
stop there. She also became pregnant with the son that David had always wanted. But the question that
kept haunting her: Was the baby David’s?
Barbarian Days - William Finnegan 2016-04-26
**Winner of the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for Autobiography** Included in President Obama’s 2016 Summer
Reading List “Without a doubt, the finest surf book I’ve ever read . . . ” —The New York Times Magazine
Barbarian Days is William Finnegan’s memoir of an obsession, a complex enchantment. Surfing only looks
like a sport. To initiates, it is something else: a beautiful addiction, a demanding course of study, a morally
dangerous pastime, a way of life. Raised in California and Hawaii, Finnegan started surfing as a child. He
has chased waves all over the world, wandering for years through the South Pacific, Australia, Asia, Africa.
A bookish boy, and then an excessively adventurous young man, he went on to become a distinguished
writer and war reporter. Barbarian Days takes us deep into unfamiliar worlds, some of them right under
our noses—off the coasts of New York and San Francisco. It immerses the reader in the edgy camaraderie
of close male friendships forged in challenging waves. Finnegan shares stories of life in a whites-only gang
in a tough school in Honolulu. He shows us a world turned upside down for kids and adults alike by the
social upheavals of the 1960s. He details the intricacies of famous waves and his own apprenticeships to
them. Youthful folly—he drops LSD while riding huge Honolua Bay, on Maui—is served up with rueful
humor. As Finnegan’s travels take him ever farther afield, he discovers the picturesque simplicity of a
Samoan fishing village, dissects the sexual politics of Tongan interactions with Americans and Japanese,
and navigates the Indonesian black market while nearly succumbing to malaria. Throughout, he surfs,
carrying readers with him on rides of harrowing, unprecedented lucidity. Barbarian Days is an old-school
adventure story, an intellectual autobiography, a social history, a literary road movie, and an extraordinary
exploration of the gradual mastering of an exacting, little-understood art.
Slide Your Brains Out - Thomas Campbell 2012
"Growing up in southern California, artist, photographer and filmmaker Thomas Campbell was raised on
the DIY aesthetic of the early 1980s skateboarding culture. Photography tips came from like-minded fellow
photographers employed in the skateboarding press rather than from school, and art history was a matter
of osmosis, not academia. In the mid-1990s, Campbell moved to New York and immersed himself in the
scene around Alleged Gallery, where he quickly befriended and exhibited among the generation of artists
who would star in the landmark 2004 exhibition Beautiful Losers. Campbell began documenting surfing
culture in the late 1990s through both photography and film. His first feature-length film, The Seedling,
came out in 1999, followed by Sprout in 2004 and The Present in 2009. Campbell's surfing photography has
long been admired among by fellow surfers for its lack of gloss finish; unlike most, he eschews the familiar
fish-eye shots or tightly cropped land angles. The first of ten projected volumes in Um Yeah Press' surf
photobook series, Slide Your Brains Out compiles work from the past 15 years. Often lo-fi and gritty, other
times lush and saturated, Campbell's compositions--which include portraits and action shots of some of the
best surfers in the world--are always surprising and full of emotion, from melancholy to exultation"--Résumé
de l'éditeur.
The Storm Runner - Perfection Learning Corporation 2021-02

PRACTICAL TRAVEL TIPS Essential pre-departure information including Costa Rica entry requirements,
getting around, health information, travelling with children, sports and outdoor activities, food and drink,
festivals, culture and etiquette, shopping, tips for travellers with disabilities and more. TIME-SAVING
ITINERARIES Carefully planned routes covering the best of Costa Rica give a taste of the richness and
diversity of the destination, and have been created for different time frames or types of trip. DETAILED
REGIONAL COVERAGE Clear structure within each sightseeing chapter includes regional highlights, brief
history, detailed sights and places ordered geographically, recommended restaurants, hotels, bars, clubs
and major shops or entertainment options. INSIGHTS INTO GETTING AROUND LIKE A LOCAL Tips on how
to beat the crowds, save time and money and find the best local spots for bird spotting, beach hopping and
turtle-watching. HIGHLIGHTS OF THINGS NOT TO MISS Rough Guides' rundown of San José, Cartago and
Heredia's best sights and top experiences help to make the most of each trip to Costa Rica, even in a short
time. HONEST AND INDEPENDENT REVIEWS: Written by Rough Guides' expert authors with a trademark
blend of humour, honesty and expertise, to help to find the best places in Costa Rica, matching different
needs. BACKGROUND INFORMATION Comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter features fascinating insights into
Costa Rica, with coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a handy
language section and glossary. FABULOUS FULL COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY Features inspirational colour
photography, including the stunning Teatro Nacional and the spectacular Rio Celeste Waterfall. COLOURCODED MAPPING Practical full-colour maps, with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys for quick
orientation in The Valle Central, southern Nicoya and many more locations in Costa Rica, reduce need to go
online. USER-FRIENDLY LAYOUT With helpful icons, and organised by neighbourhood to help you pick the
best spots to spend your time.
The Surfer's Travel Guide, Australia - Chris Rennie 2004
Epic Surf Breaks of the World - Lonely Planet 2020-08-18
Lonely Planet explores the world's most righteous spots for riding waves in Epic Surf Breaks, the latest
addition to its popular Epic series. From Java's G-Land to Hawaii's North Shore and on to Bells Beach in
Victoria, Australia, surfers of all levels are sure to be thrilled. With stunning photography and gripping first
hand accounts, there's no denying this ride will be epic.
The Stormrider Surf Guide Portugal Blood Brothers - Steve J. King 2005-07-08
Rueben Jackson, an ex-pimp and con artist, once known as the most dangerous man in the city, would stop
at nothing to get what he wanted, and what he wanted most was money and power. After years of leading a
notorious life, Rueben decided to give up the game for a more luxurious lifestyle. But when he met the
elegantly beautiful Madeline Douglas, his life would never be the same again. Not only was Madeline
beautiful and very rich, but she was also the wife of the city’s highest and most powerful elected official,
Mayor David K. Douglas. Although Madeline was aware of the power that she possessed being the city’s
first lady, she was satisfied at being a housewife and hostess and living in the shadows of her famous
husband. But after meeting the handsome businessman Rueben Jackson on one of her frequent outings, she
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